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Montesquieu, le grand penseur of the eighteenth century in
politics, as Sorel calls him, had surveyed existing laws and
states, and had analysed their ways of functioning; his method
was historical, based on the careful collection of facts and
instances. Rousseau, not exactly ignoring history, but ignoring
everything that did not suit his point of view, went " back to
nature," owing to his revulsion from a society into which he
himself fitted so ill. Yet it is difficult to see that any other land
of society could have treated him better.
Rousseau was himself the natural man, living by whim and
instinct; and it was a great privilege for him to be allowed, by
that trim, self-satisfied society which he so powerfully casti-
gated, to live his own life at large, incurably romantic, erratic,
capricious. " I arrived at the age of forty," he wrote in Le$
Reveries du promeneur solitaire, " floating between indigence
and wealth, between wisdom and error, full of vices of habit
without any bad tendency in my heart, living at hazard without
well-defined principles in my mind, and distracted in my
duties without despising them, but often without dearfy
discerning them." Eighteenth-century Europe was a society
where a man must have the correct manner, and must conduct
his affairs by the rule of reason; but Rousseau had neither
savoir-faire nor rmsan. Nor did he make the slightest effort
to adapt himself to the ways of this ' artificial * society, which,
nevertheless, went on tolerating him and maintaining him to
the end of his strange and wayward life.
This rebel against the age was born at Geneva, the son of a
watchmaker, cm June 28, 1712. Here was an antiqoe city-
state, where man, who had been born free, not, as in other
countries, in chains, but obeying the will of all the citizens, la
vofonte gfaerde* obeyed in this way himself. A free city, an
enchanting lake, a rushing river, green hills and woodland,
majestic mountains in the distance, were food for thought to
the imaginative and precocious youth. He read onmivonHssly;
was much alone, sometimes neglected, sometimes petted, ae*er
regularly educated, never inured to discipline or to habits oC
setf-controL An inner life of romance, an outer see^e rf

